Towards template-assisted assembly of nematic colloids.
Colloidal crystals belong to a new class of materials with unusual properties in which the big challenge is to grow large-scale structures of a given symmetry in a well-controlled and inexpensive way. Recently, template-assisted crystallization was successfully exploited experimentally in the case of colloidal particles dispersed in isotropic fluids. In liquid crystal (LC) colloids, particles are subjected to long-range anisotropic elastic forces originating from the anisotropic deformation of the underlying order parameter. These effective interactions are easily tunable by external electric or magnetic fields, light, temperature, or confinement and, thus, provide additional handles for better control of colloidal assembly. Here we use the coupling between microsculptured bounding surfaces and LC elasticity in order to guide the self-assembly of large-scale colloidal structures. We present explicit numerical calculations of the free energy landscape of colloidal particles in the presence of convex protrusions modeled as squared pyramids comparable to the size of the particles. We show the existence of strong trapping potentials that are able to efficiently localize the colloidal particles and withstand thermal fluctuations. Three-dimensional optical imaging experiments support the theoretical predictions.